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Since founding in 2015, Foresight Comics has existed 
as Zambias �rst comic book label, publishing Zambias
�rst original comic book titled The Sweeper.
Nowadays, we are looking to expand our universe and
at the same time positively impact our society.
The Fifth Element is one of the many initiatives we have 
come up with to achieve this. It is a baby step towards 
the right direction.
We do hope we have  your support, fully, as we will need
all the help we can get. 
Thank you for time and consideration.

Mwelwa Musonko
Chief Creative O�cer
Foresight Comics

Get in touch with us here:
www.facebook.com/foresight.comics
foresightcomics@gmail.com

www.foresightcomics.com



A fight against climate change like never before
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present day,

lusaka, zambia.
welcome ladies and

gentlemen to the launch 
of our social club

one earth! 

we aim to serve
as the earths last
hope in the battle
against climate

change...

my name is
quin ence...

with the help of
some very exemplary

people I managed
to start this club

with one hope...

...a hope that
through our efforts 

we could attract 
likeminded people...

and advance
our collective effort
towards changing the

world if not
saving it.

the evidence
exposing climate change

is too overwhelming
to be ignored...
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are you
seeing this

too?!

I’m
right next to

you.

a
storm appears 
out of nowhere

on the shores of
east africa...

the third of
this kind in only

two weeks...

...even the experts 
have failed to predict 

these odd weather
patterns...

...a rise
in global temperature,

warming oceans, shrinking ice sheets,
glacial retreat, decreased snow cover,
sea levels rising, declining arctic ice,

ocean acidification, and increasing
numbers of extreme events (such as

intense rainfall) all point to one
phenomenon;

climate change...

as certain monastics
preach the end of the

world, other groups are
uniting to provide relief. 

our hearts
go out to all
the victims in
these areas...

...it’s not too
late to make
a difference...

if
we stand as

one; we could
beat this!

nearby...
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in the vast corners of
a universe not known
to man, lies old tree...

an ancient being that
precedes even the era

of the gods...

a being so feared that
even heaven and hell 
both dread and adhere
to its judgement...

the dreadful

mukula council.

the council, an entity bound
by ancient laws to preserve order
and balance held that any power
unchecked would threaten the very
fabric of the universe...and in much
recent times, old tree has turned
its gaze towards the planet earth.
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the earth 
mourns as 
she turns.

the humans
have descerated
the lands since

time immemorial.

their atrocities
unpunished.

they have harmed
entire ecosystems...

they expel
their refuse to the

environment...

and they maim
other inhabitants of 
the planet without

care.

mankind is a
plague...

an
epidemic

that must be
cleansed...

if you 
accept your 
assignment--
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--then arise,

nomus
of the earth.

dina
spirit of the 
waters.

ulcanus
the inferno.

ylph
of the air.

go ye
forth onto
the earth...

...and enact
our sentence against

mankind.

what
about the fifth

element?--
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“--quintessence! that is of no
consequence...the last bearer of

that power was disposed of...
and her successor stillborn.

the fifth element is lost to the
universe, forever...

and even if the bearer yet survived,
she’ll be but a child...not a match

for the immortal elementals.”

or so the council
hoped...but they couldn’t
have been more wrong...

tess...

tess
wake up!

do not
be afraid

child.
m-mother?!

nay. 
my appearance is no
more than residual

self imagery...
just your mental

projection of
absolute safety.

I am called
the ether.

rise child, I have
much to show

you.

tess--
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are
you a

superhero?

nay.
I’m merely

a guide. I’m here
only to show you

the path...

in the beginning, when the
creator sought to form this

world, he employed the services
of the four elementals;

gnomus, sylph, udina
and vulcanus...

in their
likeness they forged

the planet to constitute the
four elements; earth, air,

water and fire... and all life
came henceforth.

but the realm was not theirs
to keep and the time came when

the creator banished the
elementals from his beloved

earth... and he placed
mankind, his most prized creation,

caretaker and protector of
earth realm to live

in perfect harmony with his
other earthly creations. 

the earth flourished, but for only
a while... for it was foretold

that mankind would prove
naught but the destruction of the

planet... indeed,
men have done much

harm to this
world... therefore,

it is a fate befitting all of mankind
that they may be utterly destroyed if

life is to continue on earth...
that is the charge

of the mukula council, an ancient 
who sees to the prevalence

of balance throughout
the universe...

the elementals are to remain
dormant until such a time

when the Council
will summon them to

cleanse the earth
of all of humanity.

...mankind has but
one hope... the fifth element;

quintessence;
  the pure; and concentrated essence

  of substance; the perfect embodiment of all
the elements; the constituent matter

  of the heavenly bodies that prevades all things!
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humans are
composed of an

elemental body, a
sidereal spirit,

  and an immortal
devine soul.

Elementals lack this
last part, the immortal
soul, but by marriage

with a human,
an elemental and its

offspring could
gain a soul...

--and thus
goes the story

of the humanization
of the most

powerful elemental,
quintessence.

   she
   gave up her

immortality because
  she chose to love...

 and has since passed on
  her essence from

 generation to generation
    to your mother... and

      to you.

{giggles}  tjjooooo!
you must be mistaken mother--e-

Ether I’m just regular quin, 10th grade--
I-I love books and nature-- and

everyone thinks I’m a weirdo...
I have no friends--I...

I-I’m nobody!
that’s why--That’s

why you’re 
mistaken!

you
are tess ence,

daughter of quin ence.
your name is an anagram

of ‘quintessence’.

it has been
this way even with

those before
you...

always!

do
you have the talisman

your mother gave to
you?

talisman???

the
amulet...a...a
neckless...

press
on it and your
power  will be

revealed.

become
one with the

ether... !
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present day,

lusaka...
the east

african coast...

...the earth
is everybody’s
responsibility...

...it is--
blimey!!!

look at the 
time!

I’m so 
sorry everybody

I must leave
with haste!

I am--uh...
needed elsewhere!
thank you very much

ladies and gents
for your time... 

...for joining in the
fight to preserve
our one earth!

whilst
no one’s
looking.

the
ether is one

with me--

--I am
one with the 

ether!

we
can make

a difference, but
only if we act 

together.
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I answer
the call of the

ether.

hello
quintessence.

it’s 
quintessa.

‘quintessence’ sounds
so old fashioned

...and boring.

Tess--

--but I 
thought we had

a deal?

{sighs}
fine...’quintessa’

see...not
so hard after

all.

what’s up??
I was in the
middle of my
‘one-earth’

speech--

--a storm just
suddenly appeared on

the east african
coast...

it looks
a lot like the
handiwork of

sylph...

...the air
elemental...

projected casualties;
millions.
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--say no
more.

quintessa...
please be
careful!

don’t
worry mother...

Climate 
change won’t
know what hit

it!

by day she is a 10th grader; 
the founder of one earth, a social club
that strives to educate the world about
climate change, its effects, and how to fight it...
and her alter ego, the superhero, is the
embodiment of the ether.

her name is quin tess ence... and the world will
come to know her as quintessa...
the fifth element!
and so the adventure begins!  
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the fifth element



backers

thank you
for supporting the fifth 

element project.

Surpported by 

The Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany  
219 Haile Selassie Avenue, P.O.Box 50120, Lusaka, Zambia
Tel.:(+260-211)25 06 44 ext. 102
www.lusaka.diplo.de http://twitter.com/GermanyinZambia 

Partners

Girls Unite Empowerment

Quintessa sends her thanks

your
support means the 

world to us... 
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At school.

name:

other names:

age:

nationaity:

grade:

school:

quin ence

tess/tessa

fourteen

Zambian

10th

tbd

character design.
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character design.

superhero get-up.

quintessence/
quintessa 
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character design.

having realized that the only way
to counter climate change is by
educating people on the reality
of climate change, its causes and
effects...quin founded the ‘one earth’
social club. she is helped by her
school mates, teachers and NGOs
to bring the club to fruition.

she uses the club’s popularity to
also tackle variant social issues,
including gbv, girl child participation,
child abuse, child labor and so on.

one earth utilize social media and
have facebook, instagram and a 
twitter account for outreach.
(we can make these accounts in 
real life if the book gets popular
enough).

the one-earth
social club look. 

she also uses social
activities such as 
sport to further 
one earth’s outreach.
these social events
are usual put together
with the help of the
school and ngos.
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character design.

quintessa’s abilities
include commanding 
all the four known
elements; earth, air,
fire and water, to bend
to her will. how she
does it largely depends
on her imagination.
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character design.

also, within her surges
the ether. it is from her
connection to the ether
that she draws her super
powers. to activate the
transformation from mere
quin to quintessa, she has
to tap the talisman, an
ancient rune that houses
the essence of the ether.



the air elemental
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character design.

her main adversaries for 
most of the series are 
the dreadful elementals;
gnomus, udina, vulcanus
and sylph.

however, quintessa finds
herself also battling 
corporates and their
mercenaries, who use their
influence and wealth to run
the world. they own large 
comapnies that contribute
to air and water pollution
and deforestration.

her fight against child labor,
gbv, child sexual abuse etc
bring her to fight against mere
humans too. 

gnomus.



end...
for now!

character design.

the one-earth social club’s
logo and poster and flier
design.
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